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TURQU OIS ES ACCORDING T O THE FLORENTINE CODEX VIGNETTES
Marc Thouvenot
The Florentine Codex ( Laurenzia na L ibrary , Florence: ms. laur.·
Med. Palat. 220) , the work of fray Bernardino de Sahagun and of the
"principales" Indians who he had b rou ght together, incl udes, set out
in two columns, a text in nahuatl written in Latin characters, another
in spani sh whi ch depends of the Nahuatl text, as well as some "paintings". These are inserted into the Spanish text facing the one in
Nahuatl. The paintings (about 1840 in all} a re usual ly framed by a
double line and are traditional ly called "vignettes". The codex also
includes many ornamental motifs which decorate and punc tuate the
texts.
Although the Florentine Codex is considered as on e of the major
works for knowledge of the Aztec civilization a nd it has served as a
ba sis of ma ny stu dies, the most notable being the translation of the
Nahuatl text into English by C. Dib ble and A.J.O. Anders on (19501975) , it s vignettes have been almost overlooked by the specialists,
exc ept in the s tu dies of F. del Pa so y Troncoso, D. Robertson, C.
Oibble and recently by J.L. Martinez.
Paso y Troncoso had a good copy made of all the vignettes and
had them pu blis hed (19 05-1907). We now have the Mexico City edition
(1979) which al lows us to work from a facsimile. · D. Robertson wrote a
stylistic an alys is of the vignettes dispersed throu ghout the twelve
books of the Florentine Codex (195 9) as well as a stu dy of the archi
C. Dib ble, in a s ho rt artic le, showed from
tec tur al elements (1974).
examples taken from ten vignettes that "unes cua ntos glifos fonéticos
se enc uentran en las ilustracion es del codice" (Oib ble 1963: 57).
Final ly J.L. Martinez (1982) retraced the hi story of the publications
of the vignettes and us es many ill ustratio ns to present them, accen
tuating the sty listic problems and emphasizing the European aspects of
the images.
In the stu dies cited, the vignettes are always presented as
il lustratio ns for the Nahuatl text, that i s, they are giv en an exèlusi vely European fonction.
This may be the role that Sahagun attribµted to them in the general con-position of the Florentine Codex, but
this ca n on ly be an hypothesis as Sahagun wrote nothing specific
concern ing the vignettes.
But what could have been the fu nction vested in these paintings
by their authors? Cou ld the se people who had an indiginous pictural
he,ritage in which "there is no... separation of the text and the
ill ustrations as in Europe", and for whom the images a re "image-texts"
(Galarza 1978: 17) have drawn figurative images as mere illustrations?
so

Cou ld the se artists have corrpletely escaped a tradition that was
strong that Sahagun himsel f based hi s entire work and writings on
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data in the form of "pinturas , que aquel la e r a la escri t ura que ellos
antiguamente usaban" (Sahagun 1956: I , 106) . ?
'
By making stylistic compa risons with t r aditional codices
and
particula r ly by establishi ng the presence of glyphs t ranscr ibing the
element s of the Nahuatl 1anguage, the above me ntioned authors have
already answered this last question by t he negative.
They have shown
that an indigenous pictori al tradition was rmre or 1ess strong, depen ding on the diffe rent painters, and was very much al ive in the Florentino images.

It was with the objective of learning more about this tradition
that we undertook the study of all 33 vignettes in Book XI, chapter 8,
in re lation to precious stones, and the establishment of thematiè and
phoneti c catalogs of the composing elements (Thouvenot 1980, 1982b).
The r eason for this choice was a certain familiarity with the
subject due to a pre viou s study of chalchihuitl or jade (Thouvenot
Of al l the se vignettes co ncerning precious stone , we will
1982a) .
present those dealing wi th turquoises , but first the work procedure
wil l be briefl y explained .
The vignettes are _studied in three stages:
1.

Analysis of the drawing.

First the "characteristics of the drawing" (Galarza 1972: 18-19
100-108) are established. Here it is a question of observing
the l ay -out of the vignettes, noting the diffe rent planes along which
the elements are divided and understanding whi ch elements are in
comrmn with, or specific to each drawing or glyph, composing the
vignettes .
In the text that fol lows , this analysis is rendered by
describing each drawing as precisel y as possib le .
& 1980 :

2.

Corrparison with other pictographie documents.

The second steps consists i n confronting
elements described with glyphs of other codices .
meet with diffi culties for several reasons:

the characteristic
These comparisons

Sorne of the glyphs of th e Flo r entino cannot be found in other
doc uments simply because their autho rs had no need for the
in order to express what they wanted .
-

Sometimes it is what J . Galarza cal led "the plasticity of the
glyphs " (Gal arza & Torre: in press) whi ch poses the problem.
A glyph can fulfill its phonetic fonction in many differen t
graphie contexts , depending on whether _it appears in a
anthroponym, a toponym , a theonym , a terrporal glyph, as a
·function or tribute gl yph, or as a drawing that is enlarge
or multiplied in order to become a "phonetic landscape "
(Galarza 1980: 177).
According to the circumstances, the
glyph adapts itself and can present conside r able variation s
around a minimum graphie base.

-

Another difficulty lies in the fact that the dr awings in the
vignettes
have sometimes undergone Europe an influences ,
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pr od uci ng pr oble matic di ffe rence s i n t he gra ph ies .
It i s only possible to make a worthwhile comparison if one of
the poi nts of compari son is wel l known.
This poses t he
dou ble pr oblem of our knowledge of the traditional glyphs a nd
how t o re ad t hem.
These compa r isons should be made systemati c al ly, whe re as here they a r e mostly intuitive, for we do
not poss es s the necessary tools, th at is catal ogs rec ording
all t he oc c ur rence s of the same sign in each document .
The
ac cess t o the glyphs should be pr ovided by t he drawi ngs and
not onl y by t he syl lables or wor ds that they t r ans cr ibe .
We
have made conside r able use of the studies made by C. Di bbl e
(1951) for t he Xolotl Codex, by K. Nowotny (1959 ),,for t he
Mend oza Codex and by H. Prem (1974) for the Mat r i cu l a de
Huexotz i nco.
However the role of these studies was limited
because of their emphasis on the written wor ds, rath er th an
on the images .
3.

Conf rontati on wit h t he Nahuatl t ext.

Ea ch vi gnette co r r esponds to a te xt written , in Latin char acters, in Nahua tl . This correspondence i s very cl ear in most cases , as
the vi gnett es are placed oppos ite t he I nfo r mants ' wr iting.
The work
on the t ex t goes throu gh a tr ansl a t i on in t o French for a bett er unde r standing .
But of cour se the specialists Dibble & Anderson's tr anslation i s a co nstant r eference.
Firs t t he t ext is used to conf i r m th e r ead ings made fr om t he
c orrpa rison s with t he t raditional codices , then used to prove or to
elimi nate t he hyp othe s is that can be mad e from the graphie characteri sti es or on their relat i onship to the real ity.
Final ly it enables us
to es t ablish t he r ecurr ent natu r e of the glyphs .
The t ext is examin ed only after the vi gnet t es have been studied
so that it do es not inf luenc e our pe rception of the drawings. Here it
is not a q ue sti on of dis covering in t he vignettes what is wr itten in
the te xt , but on t he contrary :
the te xt is only a suppor t in the
reading of the i ma ge s.
It i s cl ear tha t when ever we formulate an
hypothes i s of r eading pr imerly f rom the text , ther e is a great r is k of
inversing t he r elation.
However if we have s ometimes chosen to take
thi s ap r oach , it i s be cau se the se hyph othes i s , whi ch are no t yet
verifiabl e, wi ll become so as mo re of this type of research is done .
This study of the vignettes r elat i ng to turquoises i s made up of
two parts:
in the first , ea'ch vignette is analysed and a reading is
proposed.
In orde r t o be comp l ete these readi ngs sh ou ld ta ke into
consideration all t he obse r vations made ana l ysing the dr aw ing s, unfortunately in a ce rta in number of ca se s we ign ore the in ci dence of the
graphie characteristics on the reading and we can· only mar k their
place by points of suspension.
The suggested sentences are more or
less fragmentary and should be corrpleted one day .
In the se co nd part , t he glyphs which we have been able to read
are set beside t he simi l ar occurrences which appear in the 33
vignettes of chapter 8, book XI, so that thei r recurrence can be
obser ved .
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Vignette n°

-~~ ,. . .

76 6 : f.

_ 'a;. ,

20 5r .

This vignette (1) is composed of two glyphs:
a group of small
overlapping ge001etric fo r ms (a) and a plant (b).
Glyph (a) is pr edoBy its position in the lower
minantl y pl aced within th e vignette.
pa rt of t he vignette, it appears to be in the foreground .
This idea
is . r einforced by the t wo lines in wash-drawing on which each element
is se t .
Thi s gra phie pre eminence is here to gu i de the reader and to
indicate wh ich el ement should be read first ..
i t i s composed of
Gly ph (a) pres en t s a double characteristc :
seven quadrangü l ar el ements, seen from above wit h t heir po i nts t urned
toward the reader.
These elements are not placed beside one another,
but overl ap part ial ly wi thout forming a precise figure.
The first characte r i st i c, the fa ct t hat each element of this
glyph is made up of sharp an gles, enables us t o es t ablish a comparison
with the gl yphs of tr ibuted paid by the the Tochpan pr ovi nc e. ,. , This
tribute gl yph ap pe ars in the Mendoza Codex (f.52) and in the Matricula
de Tr ibut os (f; 15 v)

c:=0 11111
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Matr{ c ula de Tribut os: f . 15v.

In the se t wo docume nts , we distinguish quadrangular element s
aligned a nd strung on a lin e.
The two documen ts differ i n the ·
number of elements and in,,the fac t that t hey ar e bl ue i n t he Mendozë
and colourless in the Matri cu la . In the latter , the trib ut e glyph has
been annotated cento zcatl xi uit l "a turquoise ·ne ck làce ", wh i ch const i tute a parti al reading .
The oneness of the glyph conveys ce "one ":
tozcatl :
"neckla ce" , i s r ende r ed by the st ring or thread that runs
through all ,.the stones, and f i n al ly xiuitl •itur quoi se " is corrrnunica te:
in the
by the succession of smal 1 squares . n-~
..... Matri cul a , exclusively
.
Matricula de Hue xotzico cont ains numerous exalll)l es of glyphs made
of smal 1 four angled eleme nts which give xiuitl .
·
On the basis of t hese corrpa r isons,
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glyph (a) r eads xiuitl

f

xiuitl "tu r quoise".
The position of the elements on one point like a
diarrond -shape, may concur with this interpr~tation.
This is, in any
case, what the tenvoral glyphs of the Mapa Quinatzin suggest.
This reading would be inconvletè if we did not take the second
obseçved characteri stic in-to consideration.
If, in the case of . the
Matricula de Tributos, the arrangement of the elements conveys a
reading , it is surely the same in the present case. The fact that the
small squares overlap and form no precise figure, excludes the possibi lity that it represents a rnosaic, and shows, on the contrary, that
it is a question of raw material . .. The traditional codices give us no
definition of a similar disposition but the text corresponding to this
vignette offe r s us one.
The text says of this turquoise:
Auh inin
xiuitl: arro ce uiz ui can cacaiacaticac iuh uin xalli
atlachtontli
patlachpipil...
CF_,XI,8,223 or "and this xiuitl is not whole, only
in tiny pieces like sand, .i.t is, small and flat, it is very small and
f lat" .
This quotation allows us to suppose that the particular disposi tion of the quadrangular elements reads cacaiacaticac, a word formed
by the verb cacayaca: "to beccxne undone, to fall to pieces".
In other respec ts thi s phrase gives us other elements of r eading
with the terms _patlachtontli and patlachpipil.
In both cases a diminutive suffi x is associated with the roof patlach . . from patlathtic:
"flat" (2) . It is t he square form which enables us to read patlacht_ic
whi le the e l ement s ' small size is rendered by the diminutive suffix.
In order to read th e glyph {a), . al l of these character i stics
must be ta ken into consideration : the multiplicity cf the small
squares is r ead xiuitl, their disposition cacaiacaticac, and their
shape and size together: patlachtontli .
Th e ve getal element on t he se cond plane is composed of a stem
wi th six le aves and some roots .
All of the leaves, except one; show
secondary veins on one side only.
Reference to traditional codices
give us no exanvle of a comparable glyph, so we must turn to the
corresponding text.
It begins with the following phrase:
xiuitl :inin xiuitl itech guica in itoca xiuitl
{CF,XI,8,223) or
"xiuitl
this xiuitl its name cornes from xiuitl''. The phrase is not tautological except in appearance , since in Nahuatl , the word xiuitl has many
different ac cepted meanings .
It can be translated in English by the
words: "yea r, c 001e t, turquoise, gra ss or le af".
The above quotation signifies that the word xiuitl: "turquoise"
canes from the word xiuitl : "grass ".
This would be explained by the
Nahuatl authors ' likening of the sto·ne's colour to grass.
By this indication made by the text, we thirik that glyph {b)
reads xiuitl : "grass", and now it is . possible to offer a reading of
this vignette :
The turquoise, xil,!itl, in a natural state ..... , is in pieces,
cacaiacaticac, it is flat and small, patlachtontli, it is like. grass,
xiuitl.
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Vignette n° 767: f . 205v.

In an ar ea created by succession of three mountain ridges ,
several drawings stand out: two large glyphs (c) and (b) and a series
of smal l elements of di verse forms, (a). One of these smal l elements
has smoke ris ing above it (d) .
The position and the dimension of glyphs (c) and (b) give them
predominence indicating that the read in g, and consequently our analysis, should begin with thes~ glyphs .
The se two elements, which are positioned closest tous, are at
once similar and different .
They have the same internal graphies in
comnnn, these are much more distinct in (c) than in (b).
In other
respects their forms, square in one case, ovoid in the other oppose
them.
The internal graphies , consisting of a repetition of polygonal
shapes wi th rounded angles, can be corrpared to graphies found . in
certain glyphs of the Xol otl Codex.
In thi s codex, the motif appear
in terrporal, anthroponymie , or toponymie glyphs ; · An exarrple of each
kind of glyph is reproduced here in order to al low the compari son.

oi
Pl.

III

~Yil1

A
Pl. IX

Codex Xolotl
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On first examination the grap~cs of the Florentino and of the
Xo l otl Codex may seem very di fferent.
This, however, i s due to the
fact that in the Xolotl, the motif is redùted to its sil11)lest form,
enclosed in a smal l circular surface, whereas in the Florentino, it
spreads a.ut within the vaster surface whi ch contai ns i t .
In order to
verify the identity of these motifs, it suffices to inscribe one part
of g l yph ( c ) in a c i rc l e.
·

©
The three glyphs of the Xolotl Codex can be read, from left to
right: ce tecpatl xiuitl, Xiuhtepec, Xiuhtlanextzin. In these three
cases it is the circular element with the internal motifs which translates the syl lables xiuh ... or xiuitl. However this circular element
not only includes the internal graphies, but these are blue, a colour
which alone would read xiuh ... , as for exal11)le in the anthroponymie
glyph Xiuhcac in the Mendoza Codex (f. 2r).
It al so appears that in the case of the Xolotl Codex, the colour
blue alone suffices in order to read xiuh ... and that the internal
graphies are there to provide a further indication .
What is it?
At
this point the Xolotl give us no answer to the question and only a
general study of the xiuitl glyphs (which are as rich and COl11)1ex as
the words they transcribe) will allow a precise definition of this
gr a phi c ' s r o l e.
Thi s comparison with the Xolotl, although it does not furnish an
explanation-, shows at least th·at a relationship exists between this
motifs and the word xiuitl. In the Florentine Codex, a similar correlation exists , since the text corresponding to this vignette deals
with a turquo i se named te uxiuit l.
This word teuxiuitl is transcribed in this vignette by glyph
(c).
This glyph is square like the elements of glyph (a) in the
precedent vignette and this form , either associated with the "on the
point po s ition " or wi th the internal mot if in the present case,
expresses the syl l ables xi uit l: · "turquoise" .
Here, however, the
square (c ) is different from the elements of 766a because of its large
size.
It is this diffe r ence in dimension, this enlargement, which
al lows to read the first syl lables of the word teuxiuitl.
The Informants decanpose the word into teutl and xiuitl and indicate that it
signifies : itonal in teutl "the lot . of the god 11 • But vklen teutl canes
into use it can al so mean "large", then it becanes a synonym for uei:
"large".
Thus, for exal11)le, in the Florentine C-odex, it is said of
the plants teuoàuhtli and teunuchtli, that they are also called
uei oauhtli and uei nuchtli, furthermo r e it is recognized that in
Nahuatl the word "sea" can be expressed by the ·expressions uei atl or
teuatl.
Even if the word teuxiuitl means "turquoise of the god" as
the Informants indi cate, thi s does not excl ude the meaning "large
turquoise" whi ch i s given by the equivalence teu = uei.
From a material point of view,
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one of the essential differences

bebeen the t wo ki nds of turquoi se , xiuitl and teuxiutl , is precise ly
that one is in smal l pieces and is only used for mosaics, while the
other has larger dimensions which al lows it to be used as beads or
plaques in di fferent ornaments.
The enlargement of t he square (c) corresponds to a pi ctur al
necessity as well to a phonetic requirement.
The increased size or
amplificati on of the glyph i ndicates both the dimension of this f i ne
turquoise in corrparison wi th the others, and conveys the syl lables
teu ... , here synonyme for uei, which reads teuxiuitl.
Now the specific shapes of glyphs (c} and (b) must be observed .
Glyph (c) i s square . I n the precedent vignette, thi s form has al r eady
been encountered and associated with patlachtontli: "small and flat".
Here, however, since the square is not small, the diminutive suffix
has no reason to be joi ned to the word, and the form should be read
patlachtic: "flat" .
Th i s fact is confi r med by the al phabetic text , because it says,
wien referring to the teuxiuitl: inin cegui patlachtic, cegui ololtic
"some are fl at, some are round".
At the same time thi s phrase shows
that the opposition of the shape is a factor to be read and that the
ovoid form would read ololtic : "round" . This term is not retained for
two reasons:
on e, another vignette (Thouvenot 1982 : 72) presents a
glyph ololti c different from this one, and two, the vignette that
fol lows this one (n 768) enables us to propose the reading tomoltic:
"rounded" , fo r t his sh ape .
Th e nume r ous element s (a) which are on the second plane present
a ser i es of forms whose dimensions and dispositions rrost probably
expres s diverse characteristics of teuxiuitl .
Unfortunately their
definitions are unknown and the text cbes not mention the variety of
sh ape s and si ze s of th ese fi ne turquoises.
One of the elements has a glyph in the form of smoke risrng
above it . Such glyphs are known in the traditional codices where they
i ndicate the syl lables popoca; "to smoke", as for exarrple in the
anthroponym Chimalpopoca :

(â)

9) w

(?~~

(1)

~
Codex Xolotl,

Pl. VII

Codex Mendoza, f.

4v.

The reading here is similar, this is confirmed by the text:
auh in achi ueca neci, uel ticeoac, iuh uin xiuhtototl, nelli iuh uin
popoca or "when it is seen from some distance fine turquoise ·is very
pale like the xiuhtototl, t ruly as if it \\€re smoking" .
Even though
the meaning of the word popoca in this context is not very cl'ear, this
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glyph shows there, a very illl)ortant trait of the teuxiuitl since, 'lilen
for example, the Informants describe a bird, the xihuitzilli, whose
feathe rs are the same colour as turquoise, they say: ticeoac, teuhxiuhtic, xippopoca, teuxip -popoca (CF,XI,2,24) it is pale, like the
teuxiuitl ·, it smokes like the xiuitl; it smokes like the teuxiuitl".
,
.
.
,
Sahagun translates these two verbs by_, resplandeciente (Sahagun
1969 : III ,238). In hi s dictionary, R. Simeon mentions a verb popocatoc, ni: "to be brilliant".
It is possible that in this context the
verb popoca means "to be resplendent, to shine".
This verb particula rly qualifies the teuxiuitl since we also encounter it associated
wit h metaphorical uses of this noun. (CF,VI,21,142 and 34,185).
11

11

11

Mai nly because of the unknown elements in the second plane (a),
oniy a very fragmentary reading of this vignette can be proposed:
The large turquoise, teuxiuitl, it is flat, patlachtic, and .... ,
It is in group, small or
or rounded, tomoltic, and a little ..... ?
large , flat or rounded ... .. ..... it smokes popoca.
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Vignette n° 768: f.

206r .

An important graphie group, colll)osed of three elements stands
out on a background of mountains and grass .
Th e superior element (c)
is a plant simi lar to the one encountered in 766b .
Here we distingui sh the roots, the stem and four leaves with uniformly veined
leaves. As in the previous case, this element has a phone.tic function
and transcribes the syllable xiuh ....
This element is joined by contact to element (a) which in turn
touches element (b).
This position of (a) beside and on the same
level as (b) and below (c) should be observed · às it permits the
reading ·of the entire composition.
However, in order to read the whole, t.he similarity between
elements (a) and (b) of this vignette, and the elements 767c and 767b
must be noted.
In one case we find the same square element with a
characteristic interior motif, which reads teuxiuitl: "fine turquoise"
and patlachtic: "flat", and in the other case we encounter the same
shape which has already been interpreted as tomoltic: "rounded".
191

The graphie assoc i at ion of the elements (c) xiuh .. . and (a),
tomoltic, gi ve us the name of a third ki nd Qf turquoise: xiuhtomolli
The association of el eme nts (a) and (b), the two forms pressed
together, no longer reads, as before; "it is flat or rounded" but "it
is flat and rounded" or mo r e pr ecisely "on one side it is flat, on the
oth er i t i s ro unded".
This pr ec1s1on is confirmed by the text which describes the
xiuhtomolli : inic xiuhtomolli ca centlacotl in ololtic in tomoltic auh
in oc centlapal patlachtic or "thus the xiuhtomolli has one half rounded and the oth er si de f 1at ".
In this vignette, one element has not yet been taken into considerati on, · it is the li ne or thread upon whi ch the element (ê.) is
strung .
(a) is not only a form, which should be read as such , but it
is al so a bead , whi ch we know from the tradition al codices to read
cozcat 1 . ( Thouv enot 1980 : 298 - 99) .
However , the an alysi s of vignettes 790 and 760 (Thouvenot 1980:
305, 1982 : 22) also shows that a threaded bead can be read chalchiuitl: "j ade ".
Is such an interpretation possible here? If these
vignettes included color , the question would not be raised because by
reading chalchiuitl the bead would be green, as , for example, in
vignette 27 of book I of the Florentino (f.6r) where the green beads
at the foot of the divinity 1 s skirt, cueitl, give us (among ot.t,er
words) the name of the goddess Chalchiutlicue or Chalchiuhcueye.
There ar e no graphies here that will give us an answer to this question.
Is it impossible to ask such a question about a stone which is
part of the turquoise fami ly? It may seem contradictory to evoke jade
whi le referri ng to turquoi se, but if a contradiction exists, it seems
to be on a very real level. In fact , the Informants gave two descriptions of the stone named xiu htomoll i .
One as a medicinal stone, the
other as a precious stone in the chapter corresponding to this vignette n° 768.
In the first case, the stone is qualified as chalchiuitl: "jade" (CF , XI , 7, 188 ), in the other it is described
paragraph devoted to xiuitl : "turquoise" and appears as a variant of
teuxiuitl: ''fine turquoise".
·

ma

It is perhaps this connection with jade and turquoise that we
fi nd glyphical ly evoked here, but whi le a doubt remai ns we propose the
fol lowi ng readi ng:
The xiuhtomolli has a r ounded side, ca centlacotl in tomoltic,
like a bead, cozcatl (? of jade , chalchiuitl) and the other side flat,
auh in oc centlapla patlachtic , like fine turquoise teuxiuitl.
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Vignette n°

769:

f.

206r.

This vignette is composed of two glyphs {a) and {b), and of
wash -drawing lines of grass. These lines accentuate the particularity
of the composition which is the fact that the plant is in the foreground, while the bead seems to be slightly set behind. ,
Glyph {b) shows, as in 766b and 768c , a stem, with roots and
with seven veined leaves.
The positioning of the leaves is not the
same here as in the precedent vignettes.
In the previous cases the
leaves \\ere placed opposite one another, here they are inserted at
di fferent level s on each side of the stem . This di fference may be due
to the fact that this glyph xiuitl may not be linked to a specific
plant, the word xiuitl: "grass, leaf ", not designating a particular
plant but plants in general.
Thi s glyph xi uitl differs from the others also because its
leaves all i ncl ude traces of wash-drawi ng; they are as if coloured.
The vignettes relat ing to precious stones are colourless, but the hue
is sanetimes replaced, w,en it has a phonetic fonction {as in traditional codices) , by a gray wash-drawing which is more or less dense.
The colour substitute alone is read tlapalli:
when in composition with the plant: tlapalxiuitl.

"colour, red" and

Ho.....eve r , the plant presents anoth er trait which distinguishes it
from the si milar drawing encountered in 766b and 768c: it is · much
larger than the precedents.
The plant is enlarged here as the square
had been devel oped in 767c and 768c, in order fo r it to read teu ...
and Wïen in association with the plant i tself teuxiuitl.
By considering the colour on the inside of the leaves, we read
tl ~alteuxiuitl, or the name of a new ki nd of turquoise.
This
re ing is confirmed by the corresponding te xt which deals with
tl apal teuxi ui tl.
The second glyph {a) is a bead .
It is almost round and its
lower part is shadowed.
This bead is strung onto a string or a line.
The same kind of beads have already been encountered in other vignettes and read cozcatl: "bead". This translation is probably incomplete, however, as thi s bead has a particulari ty ·whose meaning we
ignore: 'it is i ndented at the point where the string or thread passes
through it.
From thi s analysi s, thi s composition can be read:
The tlapalteuxiuitl is a bead, .cozcatl, .....
Having an~ysed each vignette dealing with turquoise, the elements we have been able to read wi 11 be now uni ted and joi ned wi th the
like glyphs appearing in the other 29 vignettes of chapter 8 Book XI,
wienev er possible.
This group i ng i s e,f fec ted in or der to show th at

the glyphs dealing with tu r quo i ses are also present in the other
vignettes and that in any case their purpose is to transmit the same
syl labl es or words in Nahuatl.
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These three glyphs are only used when referring to turqu oise .
TI:e first gives the name
All three transcribe the syl lables xiuitl.
of the turquoise xi uitl , whi le the two others, in combi nation with
their enlarged dimension read teuxiuitl: "fine turquoise
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Her e the comrron factor is the square form, whi ch, i n al l fi ve
cases read patlachtic : flat " .
766a refers to a turquoise named
xiuitl .which is not only flat, patlachtic, but patlchtontli: "flat and
911all11, indicating by the square s 911all size. Drawings 767c and 768b
ap ply to fi ne turquoise, teuxi uit l , and to the xi uhtomo 11 i .
The
vignettes te 11 us th at one i s ei th er f lat or ro unded, whi le the oth er
is flat, patlachtic, on one side and convex on the other.
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771c is taken from the vignet te that deals with the bead named
epiollotli,
used in making ne ckl aces and bracelets.
In these
drawings, the beads a r e alternately round or square.
The opposition
on the shapes corresponds to the Nahuatl text written in Latin characters
by the words ololtic:
'round
and
patlachtic:
flat"
( CF , XI , 8,224) .
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The last example cornes from vignette 784 devoted to silex,
tecpatl.
Here too the square form can be associated with the word
patlachtic, in the Nahuatl text .
Vignette 784 indicates that the
tecpatl can be either flat, patlachtic, or round, ololtic, or a coarse
form, chachaguachtic (Thouvenot 1982: 73).
There can be no confusion with the quadrangular glyph xiuitl
because the present glyph has no internal motif, characteristic of
fi ne turquoise, and it is not oriented in order to resemble a diarrondshape as in the case of the turquoise, xiuitl.
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These three plant elements, which only appear in the vignette
dealing with turquoise, phonetically transmit the syllables xiuh ... ,
in canbinati on wi th other glyphs, or, al one, the word xiui t-,-.- The
first glyph reads xiuitl, the second, in association with the rounded
form it touches, xiuhtomolli, and the third, in canbination with the
enlargement of the plant and the colouration of its leaves, tlapalteuxi uitl.
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The fi rst two glyph s are quadrangular elements which r ead xiuitl
and whi ch, en larged, gi ve the syl lable teu .. and in the c anbi ned form
the name of the large or fine turquoise,tëüxiuitl.
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The plant element 781a has the same phonetic function as the
square glyphs, and its amplification assures the same reading : teuxiuitl.
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The t r aditional glyph tetl: "stone" cornes from vignette 781 and
its large size translates the first syl lables teu . . . of the word
teutetl, the name of a precious stone also mentioned in the alphabetic
text (CF,XI,8 , 228) .
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The last two glyphs, one occupying most of vignette 761 and the
other çompletely filling vignette 787, are enlargements of the glyph
atl: "water", whi ch reads teuatl: "sea or lagune" , a word that is
found in the text corresponding to vignette 761 (CF,XI,8,222) .
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The glyp h popoca:
to smoke (or to shi ne , dependi ng on the
con text)" al so ap pea rs in vignette 760 de al i ng wi th the di scov ery - of
precious st ones, which have the particularity of emitting a t r ail of
smoke at dawn . When the sun appears, the stone smokes: popoca.
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All of these glyphs have the comnnn characteristic of being
transpierced by a string, or line, with short, upturned ends . This
particularity enables them, as in the tradft:ional codices, to render
the syl lables of the word cozcatl: "bead". The se glyphs i ndicate that
the vignettes containing thi s glyph deal with the precious stones as a
finisheà piece of work, and not as a raw materi al (Thouvenot 1982: 3637).
The differentiation of the bead 1 s shapes give them various
meanings: some are perfectly round (787a 1 , 772, 785b, 786a, 771c) and
translate the word ololtic: "round", others are oblong (768a, 790b)
and read tomoltic: "rounded", finally one is very elongated and nnst
probably reads chamauac: "large".
When the round and oblong forms are ap-pl ied to a bead on a
string or line in these vignettes, the association gives, in the case
of round beads, the word teuilotl : "rock crystal", and in the case of
the oblong, chalchiuitl: "jade".
The corrplete readings of the se
glyprys are then, teuilocozcatl and chalchiuhcozcatl.

· 7s1a

789a

In the vignettes that are not col oured, the syl lables of the
word tlapalli: "colour, r~d" are rendered by the use of grey - which
nnre or less fil ls the glyph.
In 769b the grey in the leaves contrasts it to other representations of the glyph xiuitl (776b, 768c)
viiere only the vei ns are visible.
The shell in vignette 789, whose
form al one reads tecciztli: "shel l 5" (Thouvenot 1980: 309) differs,
bec au se of i ts se ver al grey col ourE:•d area s, fr om t ho se on i ts ri gh t,
whi ch are perfectly white.
In both cases grey replaces a colour and conveys the
tlapal . . .. in the words tlapalteuxiuitl and tlapaltecciztli.

syl lables

The study of the four vignettes dealing with turquoise, and in
general all of the vignettes in chapter 8, Book II of the Florentine
Codex showed, that they are composed of complex and very precise
drawings.
In order to understand them, one must ·analyse their lay, out, th·eir shape, the details which c~aracterize them, their orientation, their col ourati on and the relations hi ps bet\'.€en them, that is to
say the relative positioning of two or several elements.
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In many cases it was possible to show that these drawings are
identical to those found in the traditional codices (Matricula de
Tributos,
the Mendoza or the Xolotl C:odices) .
Although these
vignettes sometimes show europeanized aspects, due in particular to
landscape elements whi ch most often .seem (except for numbers 760 and
772) to belong to a tradition foreign to the painter - authors, most of
the glyphs are indigenous, not only in their figuration , but even more
in their abi lity to transcribe the syl lables or words of the Nahuatl
language.
Comparisons with the traditional codices showed that similar
glyph s had the same phonetic values and thus translated the same
elements in Nahuatl .
In other respects, confrontation with the text
in Latin characters confirms the systematic use of these glyphs as far
as repetitions of the same glyph correspond, when it is expressed, to
the same word in Nahuatl.
The affiliations between the glyphs in these vignettes and the
indigenous written tradition, associated with their recurrent characteri stics, enable us to consider these vignettes, notas illustrations
but as pictographie texts.
The analysïs of these vignettes shows that chapter 8 of Book 11
is composed of three texts, whose contents only partially intersect,
each one con veyi ng specific information, one bei ng pi ctographi c whi 1e
the two others are written in Latin characters, one in Nahuatl and the
other in Spanish.

The vignettes are reproduced from the editi on in fac si mi le of the
Florentine Codex (1979).
Their numerotati on is the one given by
Paso y Troncoso (1905-1907), and the designations of the drawings
composing them are dev~oped using his propositions.
The Nahuatl text was studied in Dibble & Anderson
(1950 - 1975) and its spelling -retained.
All quotations whose sources are not mentioned
from CF, XI,223-24.

2)

are

edition
taken

The word patlachtic is tr,ànslated by "flat" and not by "long" as
indicated by R. Simeon (1963).
Thus, Dibble & Anderson's
translation is adopted.
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